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Broadband Shock Associated Noise from Supersonic Jets
Measured by a Ground Observer
Christopher K. W. Tarn*
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida 33306
The theory of broadband shock associated noise from supersonic jets in flight previously developed in the
nozzle-fixed coordinates is extended to the coordinate system of a stationary ground observer. The extended
theory is relevant to community noise and aircraft certification noise prediction. Since the noise source is
unaffected by which coordinate system of reference the radiated noise is measured, the same noise source model
is retained in the present formulation. Only kinematic arguments are needed in the analysis. A formula for the
noise power spectrum as measured by a ground observer is derived. The formula is applicable to hot as well as
cold jets. This formula exhibits a form of Doppler shift in the noise spectrum. However, there is no high power
convective amplification factor, as some other investigators have proposed.

I. Introduction

B

ROADBAND shock associated noise is an important
component of supersonic jet noise. During the last several
years a theory of this noise component has been developed by
the present author.1'2 In these works the jets were assumed to
be issued into a static environment. The theory is based on the
large turbulence structures/instability waves shock cell interaction noise generation mechanism. The mean flow of a jet is
highly unstable. It sustains downstream propagation large
turbulence structures/instability waves. As these large turbulence structures/instability waves propagate through the
quasiperiodic shock cell structure of an imperfectly expanded
jet, coherent interactions take place. These interactions create
unsteady disturbances. A part of these disturbances has supersonic phase velocity relative to the ambient speed of sound.
This part is the source of broadband shock associated noise.
Extensive comparisons between the calculated noise spectra,
directivities, and near-field sound pressure level contours and
the measurements of Norum and Seiner3 and Yu4 were carried
out. Favorable overall agreements were found.
In a more recent paper the broadband shock associated
noise theory was extended to include the effect of forward
flight.5 The extended theory was developed in the nozzle-fixed
reference frame. Changes in the noise sources due to the
external flow as well as the convection effect of the external
flow on the propagation of the radiated noise are accounted
for in the theory. In the presence of a uniform mean flow
outside the jet, the spacing of the shock cells is lengthened.
The speed of propagation of the instability waves is increased,
whereas the spatial growth and decay rates of the instability
waves are reduced. These changes were incorporated into the
extended theory. Since flight data were not available, the open
wind-tunnel simulation noise measurements of Norum and
Shearin6'7 were used for comparison and validation. In the
simulation experiments the radiated sound has to traverse
through the outer shear layer of the open wind tunnel before
reaching the measurement microphones. In transmitting
through the shear layer the noise spectrum and directivity are
inevitably modified. In Ref. 5 the effects of the outer shear
layers were approximated by those of a vortex sheet model. In
this way the theory is self-contained without the necessity of
applying shear layer corrections developed by various investiReceived Sept. 3, 1991; presented as Paper 92-0502 at the AIAA
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gators in the past using very localized source models. In the
Norum and Shearin experiment, the wind tunnel was operated
to a maximum simulated flight Mach number of 0.4. Numerical results indicated that the predicted noise levels, spectra,
and directivities were in good agreement with the measured
data over the entire range of simulated flight Mach numbers.
The extended theory5 was developed in the nozzle fixed
coordinates. It is therefore convenient for comparisons with
open-wind-tunnel noise measurements. However, for other
applications, especially for the purposes of community noise
analysis and aircraft noise certification, the nozzle-fixed coordinate system is not so relevant. A more important frame of
reference is that of a ground-based observer. In the past a
number of investigators8'9 developed formulas aimed at transforming the noise intensity and directivity of aircraft noise
from a nozzle-fixed coordinate system to that of a ground
observer in an overflight situation. Unfortunately, these formulas were based on highly localized compact noise source
models or high-frequency approximations. The sources of
broadband shock associated noise are noncompact and statistically random in nature. Because of these major differences,
a straightforward application of these transformation formulas could lead to erroneous results. When a noise source of
fixed frequency moves relative to a stationary observer, it is
well known that the observed frequency undergoes a Doppler
shift. If, however, the noise source is random, such as in the
case of broadband shock associated noise, it is not clear that a
simple Doppler shift correction to the noise spectrum calculated in the coordinate system moving with the source is all that
is required. A detailed analysis of this question is advisable.
The objectives of this paper are twofold: 1) to develop a
self-consistent broadband shock associated noise prediction
formula as measured by a ground observer for supersonic jets
in flight and 2) to extend the theory to high temperature jets.
The theory of Ref. 5 and the measurements of Refs. 6 and
8 were confined primarily to cold supersonic jets. To make the
theory useful to aircraft noise prediction, it is important that
the theory be extended to high temperature jets. In Ref. 2 a
procedure by which the broadband shock associated noise
theory developed originally for cold supersonic jets in a static
environment may be modified for application to hot jets is
provided. Here this procedure is used as the basis for extending the theory of Ref. 5 to high temperature jets.
In this work the sources of broadband shock associated
noise are assumed to be the same as those in Ref. 5. Only
kinematic arguments are used to determine the noise spectrum
measured by a ground observer. Numerical results (see Sec.
IV) indicate that a simple Doppler shift in frequency is not
adequate to transform the noise spectrum from the nozzle-
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where 7} is the temperature of the jet, and Dj is the fully
expanded jet diameter related to the nozzle exit diameter D by

fixed coordinate system to the ground-based coordinate system. Further, according to the present prediction formula,
there is no large convective amplification, as some previous
point source model theories have suggested. These issues will
be examined in depth in the concluding section of this paper.

II.

5/ = f 1 + [(T - i)/2]M/> + M«*-m/AfrX*
£>

U + [(7-l)/2]Mjj

VM,./

(4)

where Mrf is the nozzle design Mach number.

Extension to Hot Jets

Consider a supersonic jet in flight. Let the fully expanded
jet Mach number be My and the design Mach number of the
convergent-divergent nozzle be Md. The forward flight Mach
number is Mf. The flow configuration in the nozzle fixed
coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1. Let R be the radial
distance from the center of the nozzle exit, \l/ the inlet angle,
and D the nozzle exit diameter. In Ref. 5 a formula [Eq. (3.7)]
by which the broadband shock associated noise radiated in the
direction of \f/ can be calculated is provided. However, this
formula is intended to be applicable to cold jets only. On
following the procedure given in Ref. 2, this cold jet broadband shock associated noise formula may be modified for
application to hot jets. Two types of corrections are required.
The first type is the jet density correction. This can be accomplished by multiplying the original equation by the factor

C.

Shock Cell Wave Numbers

The shock cell spacing of hot jets is reduced by forward
flight. The wave number of the rath shock cell waveguide
mode km may be calculated by
A:m(cold jet at Mf = 0)
1.0 + (0.812 - 0.2547}/roo)M/

A:m(hot jet at

(5)

After the temperature modifications in Eq. (5) have been
incorporated into Eq. (3.7) of Ref. 5, the following broadband
shock associated noise power spectrum formula for hot supersonic jets in flight in the nozzle fixed coordinates is obtained:

S (R,
#-oo

R2(l-M} sii
1

where PJ and p^ are the jet and ambient gas density, respectively, and 7 is the ratio of specific heats. This factor is equal
to unity for cold jets. For hot jets this factor reduces the noise
intensity because of the lower jet density. The second type of
corrections involve modifying the jet flow and instability wave
parameters due to high jet temperature. The following temperature adjustments are recommended (for a flight Mach number <0.5).

x 1 + Mc

(6)
4

Let uC9 Uj9 and uf be the convection velocity of the instability waves, the jet velocity, and the flight velocity, respec+MC { [Mf(l -M}

2

+ cos

lively. If Tr is the total temperature of the jet and T^ is the
ambient temperature, then uc may be estimated by the following formula:
[0.7 - 0.06(^/7^0, - 1.0)](1 - Uf/Uj] +
Tr/T00>\
I 0.7 + 0.3H//I*/,

(D

Tr/T00<\

In Eq. (1) the coefficient 0.06 has been found empirically to
give better results than the coefficient of Ref. 2 (0.025).
B.

2

where c = 2.65 x 10~ S0(S0 = 0.35), Aj = vD /4, and a* is
the ambient speed of sound. J\ is the Bessel function of order
one, and am is the mth zero of the Bessel function of order
zero. In Eq. (6) the factor fDj/Uj in the denominator is to be
replaced by S0 whenever it is less than S0 and

A. Convection Velocity of Large Turbulence Structures/Instability
Waves

fm ~ '

Mf(l - M
+ cos A 2 /
2
(1 - M )(l - M} sinV)1/2 /

(7)

In formulating the broadband shock associated noise theory
it has always been assumed that the convergent-divergent nozzle of Md is perfectly manufactured. That is, when operating
at a fully expanded Mach number M, = Md, there is no shock
cell structure in the jet plume. In practice this is not always
true, especially for hot jets. Because of various nozzle imperfections, a residual shock cell structure invariably exists so
that even when the jet is operating nominally at the design
Mach number there is still broadband shock associated noise.
To account for this deviation from an ideal condition, one

Half-Width of Similarity Noise Source

The half-width L is reduced by jet temperature. An extension of the formula of Ref. 5 is

L =3.3

1.0 + ( 1.114- 0.36 ^}Mf\\Dj

(2)

* 00

where xc, the core length of the jet, can be calculated by
T4.3 + 1.2M/,
(3)

4.3 + 1.2JM/

TJ<T00

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the flow around a supersonic jet in
flight in the nozzle-fixed coordinate system.
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may incorporate empirically a residue shock cell strength e in
the parameter A2 of Eq. (6) as follows:

(underexpanded jets)

A2 =

(8)

1 + 6 (Mj-M/)/(l
(overexpanded jets)
where e = 0 corresponds to a C - D nozzle without imperfections. Based on a number of numerical test cases, it is found
that a value of e = 0.03 gives generally satisfactory results
compared with experimental measurements. It should be noted
that the residual shock cell strength is important only when the
jet is operating closed to its nominal design condition.
Experimental data of broadband shock associated noise
from hot supersonic jets are not readily available in the literature. After a fairly thorough search, only two sets of measurements10'11 were found. In the work of Tanna et al.10 the jets
were discharged into a static environment. No forward flight
effects were investigated'. A 2-in. convergent nozzle was used
in the experiments. To suppress the screech tones, metal taps
were inserted around the nozzle lip. From the measurements
of Norum and Seiner3 it is known that such taps have the
unintended side effects of also reducing the peak level of broad-

band shock associated noise. This point must be borne in mind
when comparing calculated results with measurements. Tanna
et al.10 presented their data as 200-Hz band sound pressure
level spectra. Figures 2a-2d show typical comparisons between
calculated noise spectra of Eq. (6) and experimental measurements in the forward arc. As can be seen the peak frequencies
of broadband shock associated noise for this high-temperature
jet (total temperature = 1307°R) are well predicted. A maximum of TV = 35 modes are used in the calculations. The dips
in the predicted spectra (e.g., - 7 kHz) in Fig. 2a have been
noted and discussed in Ref. 1. The calculated peak noise levels
are generally 3 dB higher than the measurements. The main
part of this discrepancy is believed to be due to the effects of
the taps used in the experiments. A quantitative estimate of
this effect is desirable but is unavailable at the present time.
Another set of broadband shock noise data available for
comparison was measured by Yamamoto et al.11 In these more
recent experiments the jets were operated at even higher total
temperature. Both conical and convergent-divergent nozzles
were used. In addition, open-wind-tunnel forward-flight simulation noise measurements were made. Figures 3a-3c show
typical comparisons between calculated results and measurements. For this run the total temperature of the jet was
1718°R and a convergent nozzle of 5.094 in. in diameter was
used. As is readily seen overall there is good agreement between predictions and measurements. This is true both in
spectral distribution and in absolute level. To simulate the
effect of forward flight, an open wind tunnel of 48-in. in
diameter was used in the experiment of Yamamoto et al. In all
of the flight simulation measurements the wind-tunnel speed
was set at 400 ft/s. To be able to use these measurements to
test the validity of the hot jet shock noise theory, a vortex
sheet wind-tunnel model similar to that in Ref. 5 was adopted
in the analysis. The extended theory allows a direct comparison between the calculated results and microphone measure-
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Fig. 2 Comparisons between calculated spectra and the experimental measurements of Ref. 10 (Af/ = 1.487, Ma = 1.0, Tr = 1307°R,
TV/Too = 2.524, 7 = 1.35): a) tf = 45 deg; b) ^ = 60 deg; c) ^ = 75 deg; d) ^ = 90 deg.
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coordinates, where 6 is the polar angle measured from the x
axis, and 6 is the supplement of the inlet angle \l/. The relationships between the two coordinate systems are

90

r = R sin i

x = R cos i

(9)
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Relative to this frame of reference, a ground observer moves
with constant velocity Uf in the x direction, where Uf is the
flight velocity. Consider a ground observer located at (r, <£, x)
at time t. The observer measures the pressure fluctuations
associated with the random noise field generated by the jet.
Let reff be the effective correlation time of the random acoustic wave field measured by the ground observer. In the time
interval reff the observer moves a distance reffW/ in the x direction. It will be assumed that the observer is in the far field, so
that TeffUf/R < 1. This implies that 60-w/Teff sin 6/R and
dR /R - w/Teff cos Q/R (56 and 5R are the change in the ground
observer's coordinates in the time interval Teff) are very small.
In other words, the change in 6 and R over the time interval Teff
is negligible.
With respect to the nozzle-fixed coordinate system, a formula for the pressure of the random broadband shock associated noise field is provided in Ref. 5. In this paper the same
notation as that in Ref. 5 will be used. The present effort is,
first, to calculate the autocorrelation function as the ground
observer would have measured it. Then the noise power spectrum is obtained by taking its Fourier transform. According to
Ref. 5, the pressure of the noise field at the location of the

16

Fig. 3 Comparisons between calculated results and measurements of
Ref. 11 (My = 1.336, Md = 1.0, Tr = 1718°R, Tr/T<» = 3.31, 7 = 1.36):
a) ^ = 50 deg; b) ^ = 70 deg; c) ^ = 90 deg.
60

ments. Figures 4a-4c show the calculated and measured shock
noise spectra at \l/ = 50, 70, and 90 deg for a Mach 1.439 jet at
1710°R total temperature. As has been discussed in Ref. 5 for
cold jets, one effect of the simulated forward flight is the
shifting of the spectral peak to a lower frequency. The calculated results appear to match this frequency shift well. In
addition, the calculated peak levels and the spectral shapes are
in good agreement with measurements. Although not reported
here, comparisons between calculated results and all of the
measured hot jet data of Ref. 11 with and without forwardflight simulation had been carried out. Overall, favorable
agreements were found.

III. Shock Noise Measured by a Ground Observer
In Ref. 5 a broadband shock associated noise theory from
supersonic jets in forward flight is developed. This theory is an
extension of earlier works.1'2 In this theory the random acoustic noise field generated by the interaction of the large turbulence structures/instability waves and the shock cell structure
of the jet flow is found in a nozzle-fixed coordinate system. In
this section a formula for the power spectrum of this same
noise field as measured by a ground observer is derived. Since
the noise field is unchanged regardless of whether it is measured in the nozzle-fixed or the ground-fixed coordinates, only
a kinematic analysis is needed for this purpose.
Let (r, </>, x) be the coordinates of a nozzle-fixed cylindrical
coordinate system centered at the nozzle exit with the x axis
pointing in the direction of the jet flow as shown in Fig. 5. For
reference purpose let (R, 6, </>) be the corresponding spherical
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Fig. 4 Comparisons between calculated results and measurements of
Ref. 11 (Mj = 1.439, Md = 1.0, Mf = 0.358, Tr = 1710°R, TV/Jo, =
3.295, y = 1.366): a) ^ = 50 deg; b) t = 70 deg; c) ^ = 90 deg.
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ground observer at time t associated with the rath shock cell
waveguide mode is given by

Pm(r, 0, x, t) =
n=

exp[/(rpr + n(t> - ut) + /(/i + l)?r/2] dry do?

(10)

where
(11)

w) exp[/(0rt y, CO)

acoustic wave field

- 7T/2 < arg *> < 7T/2

(12)
(13)

where the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. In Eq. (12)
the equality sign on the right (left) is to be deleted if o>>0
(w<0). H^( ) is the wth-order Hankel function of the first
kind, { } denotes the ensemble average, and 6(o) + o/) and
5n> _ „' are the delta function and Kronecker delta, respectively.
At a later time t + T the ground observer would have moved to
the point (r, 0, x + w/r). The pressure of the random acoustic
field at this point and time is
pm(r,

Fig. 5 Coordinates of a ground observer relative to the supersonic
jet in the nozzle fixed coordinate system.

spherical polar coordinates according to Eq. (8), the following
is found:

lim | ft™ fo',

', o/)r]

«/T> di,'

2
\iirR sin BJ
- [(exp {[ - *>(ry', oj') sin 0 + /ry' cos 0].R }

T9 t + T)

•exp{iV"/T-/(* + Vi)ir/2))/[i<i?', "')]'/2]

(17)

The preceding integral may be evaluated by the method of
steepest descents.12 It is straightforward to find that the saddle
point ijs is given by

-Qxp[i(rj'x + n '$ - u't
+ l)7r/2] dry 7

(14)

By means of Eqs. (9) and (14) the autocorrelation function of
the acoustic field as measured by the ground observer can be
calculated:
(pm(r, 0, x, T) pm(r, 0, x + ufT9 t + r)}

cos 0
, _ <^_ I"
"^ L d -

_

1

7/5

(18)

where Mf = w/X^oo is the for ward-flight Mach number. Upon
applying the method of steepest descents to Eq. (17), the
integral is evaluated:
lim

n - -oo r t ' = - o o

M/ cos (9 - (1 - M/ sin2^1/
•exp{/[(ry + r;')^ + (w + « r )0 - (co + o/X
- (« + l)7T/2

+ (t)'Uf - OJ')T + (« + « r )7r + TT]) dry dry' dco dcor

Upon substituting the ensemble average property of the
stochastic amplitude function an [Eq. (13)] into Eq. (15) and
summing over the Kronecker delta bn> _ „> and integrating over
the delta function 6(w + oj r ), it is straightforward to find
(pm(r, </>, x, t) pm(r, <l>9x

(19)

(15)

A similar formula for the 77 integral can easily be derived. On
substitution into Eq. (16) the autocorrelation function becomes

(pm(r, </>, x, t) pm(r, </>, x + ufT, t + T)>

T, t + r))

(20)
2
•g*m(ri, «')fl<»[iKi
•exp(/[()j' - rj)x +

— <I>')T]} drj dr;' do)'

(16)

For a ground observer in the far field the 17 and r/' integrals
of Eq. (16) may be evaluated asymptotically. On replacing the
Hankel function by its asymptotic form and then switching to

Now the power spectrum is the Fourier transform of the
autocorrelation function. The power spectrum of broadband
shock noise associated with the mth shock cell waveguide
mode measured by the ground observer is therefore given by
(pTO(r, 0, x, t)pm(r,<t>, x + UfT, t +

dr

(21)
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After substitution of Eq. (20) into Eq. (21) the integration
over r can be carried out independently of the function gnm .
The result is a delta function. Upon integrating w' over the
delta function, the expression for the broadband shock associated noise power spectrum generated by the mih shock cell
waveguide mode is (assuming axisymmetric sources and sound
field as in Ref . 5)

\Mf

cos

0 +0 -

2

0)'/2
(22)

where
40
Inlet angle

w' = co[Af/ cos e + (1 - M} sin20)1/2](l - M) sin20)1/2

Following Refs. 2 and 5, we will adopt the similarity source
model first introduced in Ref. 1. This provides the following
explicit expression for gm :

,

60
degrees

Fig. 6 Peak frequency of broadband shock associated noise measured by a ground observer (My = 1.5, Tr = 2500°R, Too = 520°R).
——, M/ = 0.0; — —, M/ = 0.1; —x—x—, M/= 0.2; — - —,
Mf = 0.3; — - - —, Mf = 0.4.

(7rS0)1/2

amounts to a form of Doppler shift in the frequency of the
spectrum. For a low flight Mach number (neglecting M 2
terms) they are related by

\Mf(\- M} sin20)1/2 - cos 01 ]
[ (1 -M/)(l -M} sin20)1/2 J j \u

(27)
)

(23)

2

where the factor (u
SQ = 0.35, whenever

1/2

is to be replaced by (7rS0) ,
> 7rS0 and

um = ( H c * m ) l + — { [ M f ( \ - M2f sin2*)"
#00

- cos

- M) sin20)1/2] )

(24)

Finally, by summing up the contributions over all the shock
cell waveguide modes (i.e., S = EWSW) and incorporating the
temperature correction factor (see Sec. II), the spectrum of
broadband shock associated noise measured by the ground
observer is given by
S(R,

Mf(\ - M2 sin2D1/2 + cos
° (1 - M/X1 - M2 sinV)*

L2
(25)

where /' =/[(! - M/ sin2^)1/2 - Mf cos (1 - M) sin2^)1/
In Eq. (25) the factor (f'Dj/uj) is to be replaced by S0
(SQ = 0.35) whenever it is less than 50 and
L =

~ Mf COS

+ Mc(MfZ + cos \[/)(z + Mf cos i/O l]

Since the spectrum given by Eq. (6) peaks nearly at/ =fm and
the spectrum given by Eq. (26) peaks nearly at/ w , Eq. (27) is
simply a statement of the often-used Doppler shift formula.
At a higher flight Mach number Eq. (27) is not adequate and
Eq. (26) should be used.
Figure 6 shows an example of the variation of the peak
frequency f i (m = 1, the main peak of the spectrum) with
flight Mach number for a hot jet at 2500°R total temperature
and a jet Mach number 1.5. In this figure/! is nondimensionalized with respect to the shock cell spacing Ls at static condition (Mf = 0) and w y , the jet velocity. As forward flight speed
increases, the peak frequency measured by a ground observer
in the forward direction increases, whereas a ground observer
in the rear arc would record a downward shift of the peak
frequency. The trend is similar to that of Eq. (27). However,
unlike the prediction of Eq. (27), the direction without any
shift of the peak frequency is not at \l/ = 90 deg but at —65
deg. Also, the magnitude of the frequency shift is much larger
in the near arc than in the forward arc. The usefulness of
Eq. (27) for broadband shock associated noise prediction is
therefore very limited, and is primarily restricted to a very low
flight Mach number.
Note: In Eq. (25) \[/ and R are the angle and distance
measured at reception time. If \l/e and Re are the emission angle
and distance measured at emission time then they are related by

R = Re(\

s n - '[sin \I/e/(R/Re)],
.TT - in-^sin \I/e/(R/Re)],

IV.
(26)

z = (l- M) sin2i/01/2
The parameters in Eqs. (25) and (26) are the same as those in
Eq. (6).
Equation (25) is the principal result of this paper. This
formula for a ground observer at (R, 6) is almost the same as
that in Eq. (6) evaluated at the same point in space (but
moving with the jet). The major difference is in the formula
for/ w [Eq. (26)] vs fm [Eq. (7)]. The change from fm to fm

- 2Mf cos
if cos \//e>Mf
otherwise

Discussion

It is worthwhile to point out that in Ref. 5 it was explicitly
assumed that the exterior wall of the nozzle was covered by a
boundary layer that was quite thick at the nozzle exit. The
thick boundary-layer assumption is important because it allows one to use the same formula to estimate the shock cell
strength in flight as in the static case. Equation (25) is based on
the source model of Ref. 5. Thus, it should only be applied to
supersonic jets with a thick external boundary layer at the
nozzle exit.
Classical theory13 of a moving point source and more recent
theory based on somewhat more realistic simple sources in
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motion14 suggest that the noise radiated increases by a factor
(usually referred to as convective amplification factor) of
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